We propose a simple but realistic pattern of quark mass matrices at the string scale, which can be derived from orbifold models of superstring theory with no use of gauge symmetries. This pattern is left-right symmetric and preserves the structural parallelism between up and down quark sectors. Its phenomenological consequences on flavor mixing and CP violation are confronted with current experiments at the weak scale by use of the renormalization-group equations in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric standard model. We find that good agreement is achievable without fine-tuning.
Introduction
The origin of fermion masses is one of the most important problems in particle physics. Higher dimension couplings like HQq(θ/M) n can explain the hierarchical structure of fermion masses and flavor mixing angles [1, 2, 3] . The key point is that these couplings may provide effective Yukawa couplings with suppression factors ( θ /M) n , when suitable fields such as θ develop vacuum expectation values (VEVs). Underlying symmetries provide selection rules for higher dimension couplings as well as renormalizable couplings. In this case, the structure of powers n of suppression factors are determined in terms of some types of quantum numbers from underlying symmetries.
For example, gauge symmetries including the anomalous U(1) symmetry have been used to constrain such powers in nonrenormalizable couplings [1, 3] . In this case one needs different quantum numbers for families under gauge symmetries, which are broken by VEVs of scalar fields, in order to obtain a realistic hierarchy of fermion masses. On the other hand, through such symmetry breaking we have D-term contributions to soft scalar masses, which are proportional to quantum numbers of broken gauge symmetries [4] . Thus different quantum numbers for families naturally resolve the degeneracy of sfermion masses. However, current measurements of the flavor changing neutral current (FCNC) processes require the degeneracy of sfermion masses, at least, for the first and second families of squarks [5] .
In the fermion mass generation mechanisms reviewed above, one needs the symmetries which lead to the hierarchical fermion mass matrices while preserving the required degeneracy of soft scalar masses without fine-tuning. Gauge symmetries are not such symmetries. Superstring theory is the only known candidate for a successful unified theory of all the interactions including gravity. In superstring theory, selection rules for higher dimension couplings are provided by symmetries of a six-dimensional comactified space as well as gauge symmetries. These "stringy symmetries" due to the six-dimensional compactified space have no direct relation with soft scalar masses, and the fermion mass generation due to these stringy symmetries preserves the degeneracy of sfermion masses. That is the difference between stringy symmetries and gauge symmetries. In Ref. [6] , selection rules for nonrenormalizable couplings are discussed explicitly within the framework of orbifold models [7] . These selection rules can lead to realistic quark mass matrices. Actually one of simple but instructive mass matrices has been derived from a variety of orbifold models [8] 3 . The pattern is left-right symmetric, and a parallel structure exists between up and down quark sectors.
It seems natural that left-right symmetric mass matrices have the parallel structure for 3 Note that some different attempts have been made to derive the fermion mass matrices from other types of four-dimensional string models. See, e.g., Ref. [9] .
up and down quark sectors in the above-mentioned fermion mass generation mechanism. The reason is quite straightforward: if quark mass matrices are left-right symmetric, they are dominated by quantum numbers of the quark doublets Q i and the Higgs fields. Of course, the up-down symmetric quark mass matrices can also be obtained through other approaches, e.g., by using an extra U(1) symmetry [3] .
In this work we want to study a simple and realistic pattern of quark mass matrices at the string scale M st , which can be derived from orbifold models of superstring theory. 
For reasonable values of tan β susy (the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values in the MSSM), we find that the renormalized |V cb | and |V ts | at M Z can fit current data very well.
Quark mass matrices in superstring theory
In general, the underlying theory like supergravity or superstring theory has nonrenormalizable couplings as
where u j (d j ) denotes the up type (down type) of SU (2) 
These can lead to a hierarchical structure in the fermion mass matrices. Here we restrict ourselves to the case where up and down mass matrices have the parallel structure, i.e., n ij = n ′ ij .
The structure of the powers n ij depends on underlying symmetries. If gauge symmetry breaking is dominant for the fermion mass generation, we obtain nondegenerate soft sfermion masses due to D-term contribution of broken symmetries in the case that fine-tuning is absent.
For example, nondegenerate soft scalar masses are in general derived from supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking within the superstring framework, except the dilaton-dominant SUSY breaking case with no anomalous U(1) symmetry [10] . This nondegeneracy is dangerous for the FCNC. We need the symmetries which constrain nonrenormalizable couplings, but do not lead to D-term contributions to soft scalar masses.
Superstring theory has such symmetries, i.e. stringy symmetries. The orbifold construction is one of the simplest and most interesting constructions to derive four-dimensional string vacua [7] . In orbifold models, string states consist of the bosonic string on the four-dimensional spacetime and a six-dimensional orbifold, their right-moving superpartners and left-moving gauge parts. This six-dimensional part and its supersymmetric part lead to complicated selection rules for allowed couplings [11, 12, 13] . In orbifold models each matter field corresponds to a θ k -twisted sector T k as well as the untwisted sector. Stringy symmetries constrain couplings among these sectors. Allowed nonrenormalizable couplings have been shown explicitly in Ref. [6] . Further orbifolds have some singular points, i.e., fixed points for each T k sector. Each matter field is assigned to one of fixed points in T k . Stringy symmetries constrain combinations of fixed points for nonvanishing couplings [12] . These selection rules for nonrenormalizable couplings cannot be understood in terms of effective field theories [13, 6] . Thus, if we assign the matter fields to these sectors and fixed points in certain way, we can obtain realistic fermion mass matrices.
Actually in Ref. [8] an instructive pattern of quark mass matrices has been obtained as (1), where c u = h u33 H 2 and c d = h d33 H 1 . For instance, this form of mass matrix is obtainable in the case where the Higgs fields are assigned to T 4 and the first, second and third families of quarks are assigned to T 1 , T 2 and T 4 respectively, provided certain fields in T 1 , T 2 and T 4 develop VEVs. In this treatment, the (1,1), (1, 3) and (3,1) matrix elements do not vanish completely. However, these elements are strongly suppressed in comparison with their nearest-neighboring elements, thus they can always be taken as zero for any phenomenological purpose.
In general, we expect ε u = ε d . For example, the mixing between light and heavy Higgs fields leads to ε u = ε d [2, 3] . The coupling strengths h uij (h dij ) are calculated as
, where T is the moduli parameter representing the size of six-dimensional compactified space and a ij (a ′ ij ) is a constant depending on the combination of fixed points for couplings [11] 4 . The factors exp(−a ij T ) in the mass matrix elements are generally different from one another. Thus we phenomenologically introduce two additional parameters ω u,d for the (2,2) elements and discuss mass matrices of the form
Although ω u,d ∼ O(1) are taken as a phenomenological assumption, we hope that they will have a theoretical explanation, analogous to that for ε u,d . In fact, we can assign fixed points for the matter fields so that such factors appear only for the (2,2) matrix elements. Of course an introduction of similar factors for the other matrix elements of M u,d is not interesting in phenomenology.
Clearly the pattern of M u,d can be regarded as a non-trivial generalization of the Fritzsch
Ansatz [16, 17] at the string scale M st = 3.7 × 10 17 GeV. Diagonalizing M u,d through the
, m c,s , m t,b }, we are able to obtain the mass eigenvalues. In lowest order approximations, we find
These lead to the following quark mass relations: 
where ε
. This result will be confronted with current experimental data at the weak scale M Z in the next section.
Quark mixing and CP violation at the weak scale
We are in a position to compare the flavor mixing matrix V with low-energy data, so as to phenomenologically justify the string-inspired quark mass matrices M u,d . For this purpose, one has to run the results obtained at the string scale M st to the weak scale M Z . We assume the MSSM for spontaneous symmetry breaking below M st , and then make use of the corresponding renormalization-group equations for quark mass matrices and V .
The one-loop renormalization group equations for quark mass ratios and flavor mixing matrix elements have been explicitly presented by Babu and Shafi in Ref. [18] . In view of the hierarchy of Yukawa couplings and quark mixing angles, one can make reliable analytical approximations for the relevant evolution equations by keeping only the leading terms. It has been found that (1) (a) The magnitudes of three diagonal elements of V are close to unity, i.e., |V ud | ≈ |V cs | ≈ |V tb | ≈ 1. A more careful estimate with the help of unitarity of V leads to the fine hierarchy
This result is consistent with current data [19] .
(b) The flavor mixing matrix elements |V us | and |V cd | in the leading order approximation read
Since |V us | (= 0.2205±0.0018 [20] ) has been accurately measured and a reliable value for m s /m d (= 18.9 ± 0.8 [21] ) has been obtained from chiral perturbation theory, we are able to constrain the phase shift φ in spite of the large uncertainty associated with m u /m c (∼ 5 × 10 −3 [20] ). We
(c) The ratios |V ub /V cb | and |V td /V ts | are obtained as
to a good degree of accuracy. By use of m s /m d = 18.9 ± 0.8 [21] , we get 0.225 ≤ |V td /V ts | ≤ 0.235. This result is consistent with that extracted from the analysis of current experimental data [22] : 0.15 ≤ |V td /V ts | ≤ 0.34. On the other hand, the allowed region of |V ub /V cb | is restricted by that of m u /m c , which has not been reliably determined. We find that 0.0036 ≤ m u /m c ≤ 0.01 is required by our Ansatz in fitting the data |V ub /V cb | = 0.08 ± 0.02 [20] .
(d) The unitarity triangle V * ub V ud +V * cb V cd +V * tb V td = 0 can be approximately derived from our quark mass Ansatz. From Eqs. (6) and (7) we observe that
form a triangle in the complex plane [17] . Rescaling three sides of this triangle by V * cb and making use of Eq. (8), we then reproduce the above-mentioned unitarity triangle in leading order approximations. Thus three inner angles of the unitarity triangle, commonly denoted as α, β and γ [20] , can be calculated in terms of quark mass ratios and φ. In B-meson physics, one is more interested in the characteristic CP -violating observables sin(2α), sin(2β) and sin γ, which will be detected at the forthcoming B factories. Explicitly, we find elements [23, 24] . Next we discuss the scale dependence of |V cb | and |V ts |, whose magnitudes in our Ansatz are absolutely different from those in the Fritzsch Ansatz or other quark mass patterns [25, 26] .
Non-negligible running effects from the string scale M st to the weak scale M Z can manifest themselves in the expressions of |V cb | and |V ts |, which depend strongly upon the mass ratios m c /m t and m s /m b . The evolution functions relevant to the calculation of |V cb | or |V ts | are defined as
where χ ≡ ln(µ/M Z ), f t and f b are the respective Yukawa coupling eigenvalues of the top and bottom quarks. A good approximation is that the third-family Yukawa couplings of quarks and charged leptons, together with the gauge couplings, play the dominant roles in the renormalization-group equations [18] . Then the magnitudes of ξ t and ξ b can be evaluated for arbitrary tan β susy from M st to M Z , as done in [25] with the typical inputs m t (M Z ) ≈ 180
GeV, m b (M Z ) ≈ 3.1 GeV and m τ (M Z ) ≈ 1.78 GeV. For our present purpose, the numerical results of ξ t and ξ b as functions of tan β susy are illustrated in Fig. 1 . Three key evolution relations in the MSSM are given as follows [25] :
where (ij) = (ub), (cb), (td) or (ts). With the help of Eq. (6), we obtain the renormalized |V cb | and |V ts | at M Z in leading order approximations:
This instructive result is a unique consequence of our quark mass Ansatz given in Eq. [21, 27] , we confront Eq. (12) with the experimental data on V cb (i.e., |V cb | = 0.0388±0.0032 [28] ). As shown in Fig. 2 , our result is in good agreement with experiments for tan β susy < 55.
This implies that the quark mass matrices M u,d , proposed at the string scale M st , may have a large chance to survive for reasonable values of tan β susy .
Summary
We have derived a simple and realistic pattern of quark mass matrices from orbifold models of superstring theory at the string scale M st . It is worth emphasizing that gauge symmetries are not needed for our purpose. This point is so important that one can preserve the degeneracy of squark masses without fine-tuning. The obtained up and down mass matrices have the parallel structure, and each of them are left-right symmetric. They totally consist of seven free parameters, thus can lead to three independent predictions for flavor mixing angles at the string scale. From the purely phenomenological point of view, our quark mass pattern can be regarded as a non-trivial generalization of the Fritzsch Ansatz.
The consequences of our string-inspired mass matrices M u,d on flavor mixing and CP viola- The good agreement between the string-inspired mass pattern and current data implies that the former may have a large chance to be true. To reduce the number of free parameters in our Ansatz, a possible way is to relate the quark mass matrices with the lepton mass matrices at the string scale. Then one should be able to predict the quark masses in terms of the lepton masses with the help of some discrete symmetries (see, e.g., Ref. [29] ). Such possibilities are of course attractive from both theoretical and phenomenological viewpoints, and they will be studied elsewhere. 
